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CI!roUIT DBSCRIPTION 

CHANGES 

PANEL SYSTBMS 
MP ADAPTER CIRCUIT 

FOR USB WITH AUTOMATIC TBSTINO CIRCUITS 
FOR SUBSCRIBER SENDERS 

ARRANGED FOR DIRECT DISTANCE DIALING 
IN PANEL BCO AND oco· OPPICES 

A• CHANGED AND ANl) ADDED FUNCTIONS 

A.l. Provision is made to show changes required when thia oiNu1t 
1s associated with Automatic Sender Test Circuit• ai-rt.nged 

to test· the TOUCH-TONE signaling feature in subscriber aendera • 

D. DESCRIP'l'ION or CHANGES 

D.l On sheet -011 three leads connecting to the 'l'OUOH-TONB 
Signaling Circuit are·added to Fig. 2. 'l'heee·1eada are 

shown as "ZJC" option • 

. D.2 qption "ZK" is added to Circuit Notes 102 and 104 and to 
the P1gures and Options Table. 

D.3 Leads "A", ":S", and "C" connecting to the 'l'OUCH-TONI 
signaling -circuit are added to the Lead Index 'l'able. 

D.4 On sheet -015 leads "A", "B", and "C", shown as "ZK" option 
are added to CAD 2. 

'II~ CHANGES IN CD SECTIONS 

P.l Under Section IV - Connecting Circuits add: 

1.7 SD-21985-01 TOUCH-TONE Signaling Circuit. 

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES, INCORPORATED 

DEPT 2364-LLS-JEM 
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CIRCUIT DESCRIM'ION CD-21911-01 
Issue 6-D 

Appendix 2-B 
Dwg. Iasue. 11-B 

PANEL SYSTEMS 
MF ADAPTER CIRCUIT 

FOR USE WITH. AUTOMATIC TESTING CIRCUITS 
·· FOR SUBSCRIBER SENDERS 

ARRANGED FOR DIRECT DISTANCE DIALING 
IN PA~L DCO AND OCO OFFICES . 

CHANGES 

A. CHANGED AND ADDED FUNCTIONS 

A.1 Provision is .made ror an automatic 
"No Auxiliary Sender Available" test 

when this circuit is associated with Sender 
Test Circuit so-21186-01, SD-21026-01 or 
SD-21026-02. . · 

A._2 Provision is made ror lighting a 
progress lamp dee·1gnated (TC) located 

at the associated Sender Teet Circuit 
SD-21186-01, SD-210.26-01 or SD-21026-02. 

I 

B. CHANGES IN APPARATUS 

B.l Added 

"ZH" option (Fig. 9) 
(ASB) 426A Diode 

B.2 Added 

"ZJ" option (Fig. 3) 
(MFA) 426A Diode 

BEI.I, TELEPHONE LABORATORIES, INCORPORATBD 

DEFT. 2364~LLS-RJJ-KN 

D. DESCRIPTION OP CIRCUIT CHANGES 

D~l In Pig. 9 and Pig. 10 on sheet -013 
"ZH" option 1e_added and "ZO" option 

1s designated. "ZH" option shows changes 
required when the automatic "No auxiliary 
Sender Available" test 18 to be turn1shed. 

.D.2 In Fig. 3 on sheet -012 and 1n Fig. 9 
on sheet -013 "ZJ" option 1s added 

and "ZI" option 1a designated. "ZJ" option 
provides tor lighting a lamp designated (TC) 
located at the Sender Teat trame. 

D.3 In CAD-2 on sheet -015 lead "TC" con
necting to terminal gr. or TS(.\) is 

added. 

D.4 In CAD-5 on sheet -015 terminal 30 ot 
TS (B) is being shown connecting to 

relay (WO) instead of relay (TO). This 
change is made to correct a drawing error. 

D.5 Options "ZG", "zHn, "ZI", and "ZJ" are 
added to the "Figures and Options" 

table and to Circuit Notes 102 and 104. 
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CIRCUIT DESCRIP'l'IOO CD-21971-01 
Iasue 6-D 

Appendix 1-AR 
Dwg. Issue 10-AR 

PANEL SYSTEMS 
MF ADAPTBR CIRCUIT 

FOR USE WITH AUTOMATIC TESTING CIRCUITS 
FOR SUBSCRIBER SENDERS 

ARRANGED FOR DIRECT DISTANCE DIALINO 
IN PANEL BCO AND OCO OFFICES 

CHANGES 

B •. CHANGES IN APPARATUS 

B.l Removed Replaced By 

(AF) 19TU Resistor (AP) 19RB Resistor 
. (TO) 145A Resistor 

D. DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUIT CHANGES 

D.l · In Fig. 3 on sheet -012 the (APO 19TU 
resistor 1.s replaced by the 19RB re

Jistor and the {1'0) 145A type resistor, . 
connecting betwe·en 2T (Q) relay and the (TO) 
Jack, is removed. 2T (Q) relay now connects 
directly to the (TO) Jack. Thia change pro
vides for increasing the (TO) relay fixed 
timing interval to prevent talse bl9ck1ng 
of the associated Sender Test frame while 
MF' outpuls1ng 1s being checked. • 
D. 2 Changes are made in Fig. 4 on s·heet 

· -011 and in Fig. 3 on sheet -012 to 
show the "PSC" lead coming from the Auto. 
Sender Test Ckt. connecting through a make 
contact on relay (CA) then to lB (7DG) re
lay. The ''PSC" lead was previously shown 
connected directly to lB (700) relay. This 
change avoids having an Auxiliary Sender 
held out of service unnecessarily if a (PAS-) 

BELL TELEPHONE LABORATORIES, INCORPORATED 

DEPT. 2364-LLS-RJJ-MD 

key is operated while the teat frame is 
not in use or being used tor other than 
MF type test calls. 

D.3 In Fig. 3 on sheet -012 1B and 2B 
(NST) relay are being shown connect

ing to tenn1nals 16 and 15 respectively on 
arc 2 of the (MF'K) selector switch. ._Pre
viously 1B and 2B (NST) relay were sh9wn 
connecting to terminals 16 and 15 respec
tively on arc 5 of the (MFK) selector awitdl. 
This .change provides tor having the (ST) 

. lamp at the associated sender Test frame 
remain lighted when an MP "Start Puls•" 
check failure occurs. 

D.4 Changes are made in Fig. 9 on 
sheet -013 and in Fig. 4 on sheet -OU 

to show llT (Woe) relay connecting to 12T 
(MFCl) relay. Previously llT (WOO) relay 
was shown connected to direct ground. Thia 
change avoids a race condition which may 
cause the (R2) sequence switch at the 
associated sender Test frame to spin un
necessarily when Auxiliary Sender Wipeout 
or Timeout tests are being made. 

D.5 In CAD-2 on sheet -015, terminal 98 
of TS(A) is being shown connecting 

to relay (CA). Previously it was shown 
connecting to relay (700). 

Printed _in u. s. A. 
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CiftCUI'.l' DBSCRIPl'ION 

PANEL SYSTEMS 
MF AJ>AP'l'BR CIRCUIT 

CJ>-21911-01 
. IHue 6-D 

Dwg. Issue 9-D 

POR USB WITH AU'l'OMATIC TBSTINO.OIRCUI'l'S 
FOR·S~CRIBER SENDERS 

ARRANGED FOR DIRECT DISTANCE DIALING 
IN PANEL :SCO AND 000 OPFICJ!3 

TABLE OP OONTEN'l'S 

SECTION I - OENERALDBSCRIPl'ION 

1 ·• GENERAL M,E'l'HOD OF OPERATION 

1.1 General 
1.2 Multitrequency Receiver 

SECTION II - WORKING LIMITS 

SECTION III - FUNCTIONS 

l. FUNCTIONS - GENERAL 

2. FUNCTIONS - DETAIL 

SECTION IV - CONNECTING CIRCUITS 

PAOE 

l 

1· 

·l 
1 

2 

.2 

2 

2 

3 

. . . 

SECTION I - GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

l. GENERAL METHOD OP OPERATION 

1.1 General 

The Multitrequency Adapter Circuit, 
working in conjunction with the Automatic 
Subscribers Sender Test Circuit provides a 
means tor testing the ability ot a Sub
scriber .Sender, togethe~ with an Auxiliary 
Sender, to simulate "Direct D1stance·D1al
ing" classes ot calls and calls to local 
crossbar offices where the use ot multitre~ 
quency outpuls1ng is advantageous in the 
passing ot switching inforniation between 
offices. 

.SECTION V - DESCRIPl'ION OF OPERATION-
The Subscriber Sender receives and 

stores the first 8 dialed digits: (On io 
digit calls, the 9th and 10th digits are· 
stored in the Auxiliary Sender.) Upon the 
registering ot sutfic1ent d1fits 1n the 
Subscribers Sender, it an "O or "l" has 
been registered in the "B" register ot ·the 
Subscriber Sender (indicating an "Area" 
code has been dialed) or a mark is received 
from the Decoder telling the S~bscriber 
Sender that this call is to be M.F. out
pulsed, an Auxiliary Sender Link 1B put on 
notice that an Auxiliary Sender is required. 
Once connection has been established to an 
Auxiliary Sender, dialing ot the 9th and 
10th digit or a ·ten digit call may be reg
istered. When dialing is completed, the 
Subscriber Sender outpul~es, the digits 
stored in its register circuit, to the Aux
iliary Sender by means ot P.C.I. type or 
pulses. In the Auxiliary Sender the digits 
are transformed into multi~requency pulses, 
and outpulsed as directing intonnation to 
the distant office. 

.DETA!t 

1. PREPARATION - GENERAL 

2. TEN DIGIT CALIS 

3. PARTICULAR AUXILIARY SENDER T!'Sl' 

4. TEN DIGIT SKIP-3 CALL 

5. SEVEN & BIGHT DIGIT CALLS 

6. SEVEN DIGIT SKIP-3 CALL 

1. ·SEVEN DIGIT SKIP-2 CALL 

8. AUXILIARY SENDER W.~., 
& OFL TESTS (FIG. 7 

T.O. 

9. AUXILIARY SENDER W.O., T.O •. 
& OFL TESTS (FIG. 9) · 

SECTION VI - REASONS FOR REISSUE 

. ' ,. ,~ 

3 

3 

3 

9 

11 

11 

12 

13 

13 

15 

18 ' 
1.2 Multitrequency Receiver 

.The Multitrequency Adapter Circuit 
has, permanently associated with 1t, a 
multitrequency receiver circuit which~
the mul titrequency pulses directed into 1t ' 
rrom the Auxiliary Sender Circuit and 
grounds leads to the Ada~ter Circuit on a 
two-out-ot-tive basis in th.e torm ot a "KP" 
(Key Pulse or gate opener) signal, Area 
Code when required, Ottice Code when re
quired (Skip-2 or Sk1p•3 calls to local 
crossbar otfic~s to which we have direct 
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trunks woul~ require the M.F. outpulsing ot 
only one or none ot the Office Code digits~ 
numerical digits and Stations letter when 
required, f'ollowed by an "ST" (Start} pulse 
or completion signal. In the Adapter Cir
cuit, the digits outpulsed from the Awcil
ia:ry Sender Circuit on a multitrequency· 
basis are checked against the digits set up 
on keys, sequence switches or Jacks in the 
Sender Test Circuit, and it they match cor
rectly, the .Adapter Circuit causes the 
Sender Test Circuit to be advanced tor com
pletion ot the call -in the regular manner. 

SECTION II - WORKING LIMITS 

1.1 None 

SECTION III - FUNCTIONS 

l. PUNCTIONS - GENERAL 

1.1 To provide for dialing 7, 8 _or 10 
digits are required from the Sub

~cribers Sender Test Circuit to the Sub
scr~bers Sender and the Auxiliary Sender 
when required. 

1.2 To provide tor.receiving and checking 
(in conjunction with the Subscribers 

Sender Test Cir·cuit and the Multitrequency 
Receiving Circuit) ot 4, 5, 7, 8 or 10· 
digits, as required, trom the Auxiliary 
Sender Circuit. 

1.3 To provide optional features which 
pennit this circuit to function with 

. Panel Systems Subscriber· Sender Test Cir
cuits-arranged to test ~ecoder type senders. 

1.4 To send a blocking signal to the Sub-
scriber ·sender Test Circuit in the 

event or a failure in the matching or reg
istering ot digits. This will cause the 
Sender Te.st Circuit to bring in a1i1dible and 
v1aua1·a1arms in the regular manner. 

1.5 'To provide means tor testing auxil-
iary senders (in conJunction with the 

Subscriber Sender Test Circuit) tor aban
doned call handling, timeouts and overflow 
or reversed trunk conditions. 

2. FUNCTIONS - DftAIL 

The Adapter Circuit consists essen-
tially or tour principal parts: 

(a) The Area Code Digit Control Circuit 

(b) The M~ltitreq~ency Control Circuit 

(c) The Particular Auxiliary Sender. Test 
Cirou1t 

(d) Auxiliary Sender W.O., T.O. & Ol'L 
.Teat Circuit 

Page 2 

2.1 The Area Code Digit Control Circuit 
Provides: 

2.11 Dialing paths tor digits 2 to 9 in
clusive tor the Area Code "A" digit. 

2.12 Dialing paths for digits Oto 1 tor 
the Area Code "B" digit. 

2.13 Dialing paths tor digits Oto 9 in
clusive tor- the Area Code "C" digit. 

2.14 Lamps to indicate the digit being 
dialed or awaiting dialing. 

2.15 A walking circuit tor advancing the 
dialing through the Area Code A, B 

and C digits. 

2.16 Dial class relays to prepare tor 
dialing 7, 8 or 10 digits and receiv

ing 4, 5, 7, 8 or 10 digit mult1trequency 
pulsing with appropriate signal lamps to 
indicate the set up. 

2.17 Check paths for the Area Code digits 
as received by the M.F. Receiver Cir

cuit against the digits set up on relays in 
the Adapter Circuit by means or jacks in. 
the Sender Test Circuit. 

2 .18 Check paths tor the Office Code a_nd 
numerical digits as received by the 

M.F.·Receiver Circuit against those set up 
by means ot keys or sequence switches in 
the Sender Test Circuit. 

3.1 • The Multitrequency Receiver Control 
Circuit provides: 

3.11 A checking circuit tor the received 
digit. 

3.12 Switching ot the checking leads 
against the digit setting in consecu

tive.order by means ot a 206 type selector. 

3.13 Lamp indication ot the digit being, 
checked, awaiting check or tailing to . 

check _properly. · · 

3.14 Lamp indication or the pulses actual
. ly received on a tailure to check 

properly. · 

3.15 A lamp indicati•on when awaiting the 
· KP (gate opener) signal preceding 

multitrequency pulsing or the digits. 

3.16 A Pl'F (pulse timing tailure) lamp to 
indicate a tailure ot that circuit 

when timing the KP signal. 

3.17 A lamp ind1cat1on when awaiting the 
ST (start pulse) signal that pulsing 

1a completed. 

V· 

•· 

V 

_J 
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3.18 Means tor signaling the Mult1trequen
cy Receiver to get ready tor-receiv-

ing pulses. · 

3.19 A trunk test loop batteey and ground 
circuit to operate the (TOF) relay ot 

·the Auxiliary Sender Circuit. 

3.20 A momentary "wink" signal (reversed 
.· battery and ground) to the Auxiliary 

Sender Circuit over the tundamental tip and• 
ring to op~rate the (OF) relay or the Aux
iliary Sender as a signal to complete 
aasigninent to the Subscriber Sender C1r-

·cuit. 

3.21 A dry loop over .the fundamental tip 
and ring to the Multitrequency Re

ceiver in preparation for receiving pulses. 

3.22 A blocking circuit which grounds a 
lead to the Sender Test Circuit to 

bring in an audible and vi'sual alann in the 
event or a failure or the Adapte~ Circuit 
when: 

(a) A digit fails to check. 

(b) Three frequencies or only one fre
quency is received. 

(c) 'l'he right digit is received but the 
pulse is too long. 

(d) The local timing circuit in the Mul
t1trequency Rece1 ve.r tails. 

3.23 A signal to the Sender Test Circuit 
that the ST (start pulse) has been 

received and checked and to advance tor 
making fundamental test and talking selec
tion. 

3.24 An indication to the Sender Test Cir-
cuit that the multitrequency control 

circuit has restored to normal atte.r the 
completion or a test call. 

4.1 Particular Sender Test Circuit. 

4.11 Provides, by means or relays con-
trolled by keys in the Sender Test 

Circuit, a circuit wh1ch enables the tester 
to associate any Subscriber Sender Circuit 
with any Auxiliary.Sender Circuit tor rou
tine purposes. 

4.12 Provides a means or testing that the 
subscriber sender goes to overflow 

when it recognizes that no auxiliary 
senders are available. 

5.1 AuX111ary Sender Wipeout, Timeout and 
Overtlow Test Circuit 

5.11 Provides tac111t1es tor testing aux
iliary sender circuits by means or 

relays controlled by keys in the subscriber 
sender test circuit tor; 

1. abandoned calls during dialing 

2. abandoned calls atter dial completion 
but before sender attached wink is 

received 

3~ abandoned calls during M.P. outpuls-
1ng 

4. timeouts between dialed digits 

5. timeouts after dial completion 

6. overflow or reversed trunk conditions 
encountered on trunk test 

6.1 Jack RC provides remote control ot 
the automatic sender test circuit 

trom the multitrequency adapter Unit. 

SECTION IV - CONNECTING CIRCUITS 

When a circuit is listed on a key 
sheet the information thereon shall be 
followed. 

1.1 SD-21026-01 Automatic Testing C~rcuit 
tor Subscribers Senders. Used with 

Sender Selector.a or Rotary Link Circuits. 

1.2 SD-21026-02 Automatic Testing• Ci~cU1t' 
tor Subscribers Senders tor use in 

Offices with Link Circuits. 

1.3 SD-21186-01 Automatic Testing Circuit 
tor Panel .Link and Rotary Link Types 

Subscriber Senders and KP ."A" Switchboard 
Senders. 

1.4 SD-20013-01 Automatic Testing Circuit 
for 3 Digit Subscribers Senders with 

Link Type Sender Selectors. 

1.5 ES-239493 Automatic Testing Circuit 
for 3 Digit Subscribers Senders. 

1.6 SD-95536-01 Common Systems Signaling 
Receiving Circuit Multifrequency 

Pulsing. 

SECTION V - DESCRIPl'ION OF OPERATION 

1. PREPARATION - OENERA~ 

The necessary preparation shall be 
· made at the Sender Test Circuit tor estab

lishing the proper circuit conditions tor 
the .class or call to be tested. 

2. TEN DIGIT CALL - M.1'. OU'l'PULSINO 

The operation or the fff (start) key 
at the Sender Test Frame, advances the 
Sender Test Circuit in the regular manner 
up to the point where the test circuit• is 
ready to dial the "A" digit of the Ottice· 

· Code. At this point, if the Sender Test 
Circuit has been arranged for a ten digit 

Page 3 
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multifrequency class or call, the Area Code 
will be dialed ahead or the Office Code. 

2.1 Seizure 

When the Sender Test Circuit advances 
to the point or grounding the off-normal 
ground leads, an effective §round is placed 
on the Adapter Circuit "MFC lead, Qperat..:. 
1ng the relay (MFC) which in turn operates 
relay (MFCl). The operated (MFC) and 
'(MPCl) relays; 

1. Grounds lead "O" to the Sender Test 
Circuit where the ground is ·red 

through the Area Code Jack and I.amp Cir
cuit and back to the Adapter Circuit over 
leads ACA-, ACB- and ACC- to operate cor
responding relays (A-), (B-) and (C-) in 
the Area Code Digit Control Circuit Fig.~ 

2. Grounds lead "C" and "O" to Fig. 3 
which operates relays (C) and (0) to 

prepare the M.F. Checking Circuit for re
ceiving and checking multifrequency out

. pulsing from the Auxiliary Sender. 

3. Closes numerous control and check 
leads between the Sender Test Circuit 

and the Adapter Circuit tor dialing digit 
control or the Area Code and the multi
frequency pulse checking or digits. 

Relay (C) operated; (Pig. 3) 

· l. Closes a path tor the operation of 
relay (a). 

· 2. Furnishes orr-n·ormal ground to the 
multitrequency checking circuit. 

,3. Holds a shunt ground on the "position 
multitrequency register" relay (PMR) 

until diali~ is completed; make contacts 
or relay (C),.are 2 ot MPK selector, back 
contacts relay (PMR). This shunt is held 
until the "SA111·and "SA2" leads are 
bridfed at the completion of dialing and 
the multitrequeney check" MF'K selector 
is positioned for checking the first . 
digit. 

Relay CA operated; 

l. Closes a shunt ground from the "K" 
lead or the M.F. Receiver Circuit 

through its. make contacts, back contacts 
or relay (TO), normally closed contacts 
or Jack (TO), back contacts or relay 
(BK3) to prevent the operation or block
ing relay (BK3) until such time as a 
ta1lure occurs. An additional shunt is 
closed over this same path trom orr
nonnal ground through the back contacts 
or relay (UL) until that relay operates 
after the "KP" (lcey pulse or gate opener) 
signal has been received and checked sat-
1stactor1l.y indicating that the M.P. Re
ceiver 1a unlocked. 

Page 4 

2. Furnishes oft-normal ground to the 
particular sender test relays 

(Fig. 5). . . 

Relay (n) operated; (Fig. 3) 

1. Closes 1round from the back contacts 
or the· pulse check lock" (PKL) relay 

to the "Fl'" lead to complete a trunk teat 
loop to the Auxiliary Sender after dial
ing has been completed. 

2. Furnishes ground to arc 5 of the MFK 
206 type selector. 

3. Operates relay WK. 

The grounded oft-normal leads ini
tially prepare the M.F. Checking Circuit 
-by: . 

1. Placing ground on one side or the 
winding of blocking relay (BK3). 

2. Placing ground on one side of the 
winding of "position multit'requency 

reg~ster" relay {PMR). 

3. Operating relay (BAT). 

4. Grounding an oft-normal lead to the 
Particular A~iliary Sender Test 

Circuit. 

5. Advaqcing the MFK selector troni po
sition 22 to pqsi tion 1 through arc 1 

or the selecto~. 

6. Grounding the ."STK" and "TR" leads to 
the Sender Test Circuit. 

7. Providing a ground to the biasi~ 
winding ot ''pulse timing" relay (TO), 

holding it on it~ back contacts. · 

Relay (BAT) ,operated; 

1. Provides 48V. battery to the "BATl" 
and "BAT2-" leads or the M.F. Receiver 

to assist in preparing.that circuit for 
translating pulses. 

2. 

3. 

2.2 

Provides 48V. battery to one side or 
the biasing winding or relay (TO). 

Provides 48V. battery to one side ot 
the winding or "blocking relay" (BK~. 

Dialing the Area Code (Y Option) 

Upon the advance of the dial control 
sequence switch in the Sender Test Circuit 
to the position normally used tor dialing 
the office code "A" digit, the operated 
{MFC) and (MPCl) relaya will cause the 
Sender Test Circuit to dial pulse the area 
code 11A" digit instead. A circuit com
pleted through the (DA~) relays Pig. 2, 
normal over leads "PU" and "PUc" operates 

V 

J 
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a relay in the Sender Test Circuit to start 
d·1a1 pulsing. Where Fig. 1 is provided, 
(A-) relays are operated on a 2 out of 5 
basis under control of a (ACA-) area.code 
Jack located at the Sender Teet Frame. 
This orovides ror connecting ground to a 
lead ''20"-"29" to the Sender Test Circuit 
corresponding to the digit to be dialed. 
This controls the number of dial pulses 
sent out ror the area code ''A" digit. The 
(BO) and (Bl) relays operated individually 
and the (C-) relays operated on a .2 out of 
5 basis control dial pulsing or the area 
code "B" and "C" digits. When the Sender 
Test Frame is equipped with area code 
rotary switches instead of area code Jacks, 
Fig. 1 is not provided and dial pulsing of 
the area code digits is under control of 
the area code rotary switches (ACA), (ACB) 
and (ACC). 

After the required number of dial 
pulses have been sent out to the subscriber 
.sender, the Sender Test Circuit connects · 
ground to lead "COl" causing relay (DAl)·to 
operate. Relay (DAl) operated opens the 
"PU" and "PUC" leads back to-the Sender 
Test Circuit. The Sender Test Circuit in 

. turn removes ground connected to lead "COl" 
allowing the (DA11 ) relay to operate in 
series with relay {DAl).. Relay (DAl1 } op
erated recloses leads 'PU".and "PUC" caus
ing the Sender Test Circuit to start dial 
pulsing the area code "B" digit under con
trol of the (BO) or (Bl) relay, Fig. 1 or 
the (ACB) rotary switch at the Sender Test 
Frame. At the end of dial pulsing ground 
connected to lead "COl" as before operates 
relay (DA2) which is followed by relay 
(DA21 ) when this ground is removed to start 
dial pulsing the area code "C" digit. At 
the end or dial pulsing the "C" digit rela'JB 
(DA3 ~ and (DA3' ) operate under. control of 
the 'COl" lead. Relay fDA~) operatetl 
bridges leads "DA" and ''DF" preparing the 
Sender Test Circuit for dialing the office 
code "A" digit. Dial pulsing or the re
maining digits is controlled by the Sender 
Test-Circuit as before. The operated ·(DA-) 

. relays remain· locked to ground under con
trol of lead "DO". 

Ground connected to leads "ADA" 
"ADB" and "ADC" under control of the ·(DA-) 
relays provides for lighting an area code 
dial progress lamp at the Sender Test Frame. 
Leads "AD" and "ADl" are brid~ed when relay 
(DA3') operates to light the A" digit dial 
progress lamp at the Sender Test Frame in
dicating that the office code "A" digit is 
next to be dialed. 

2.3 Dialing the Area Code (Z Option) 

Arter the advance of-the dial control 
switch in the Sender Test Circuit to the 
posi t1on ror dialing the ~" digit or the 
Office Code and after the preliminary pulse 
and 1-1 pulses have been dialed, when.this 

feature 1s being tested, a path 1a closed 
in the Sender Teet Circuit to dial pulse 
the first digit or the Area Code. The 
proper lead is grounded "20-29" to the 
Sender Teet.Circuit corresponding to the 
digit set up on the (A-) relays in the 
Adapter Circuit. 

The Sender Test Circuit, having sent 
out the required number of dial pulses to 
the Sender, as indicated bf the grounded. 
"20-29" lead, grounds the 'COl" lead to the 
Adapter Circuit, operating relay (DAl) or · 
Fig. 2. The operation ot relay (DAl) 
closes a chain circuit, which bridges the 
"AV" and "AVC" leads which advances the 
Sender Test Circuit dial control relays, 
which in turn open the "COl" lead back to 
tbe Adapter~1rcuit, allowing relay (DAl') 
to op~rate in series with relay (DAl). 
This reopens the "AV"·- "AVCu chain. path 
and cause the Sender Test Circuit to dial 
pulse the second Area Code Digit and in 
turn the third digit, as set up on relays 
~B-) ~nd (c-), in the same manner as the 
'A" digit. .The chain sequence circuit ad
vances as for the first digit, operating 
relay (DA2) followed by relay (DA21 ) and 
then relay (DA3) followed by relay {DA31 ) • 

Upon the operation of relay (DA3), leads 
"DA" and "DF" are bridged together permit
ting the Sender Test Circuit to dial pulse 
the Office Code and numericals in the regu
lar manner. 

As the sequence chain relay circuit 
advances it grounds leads "ADA", "ADB" 
and "ADc" which light lamps in the Sender 
Test Circuit to acquaint the tester with 
the digit being dialed. The "AD" and "AD111 

leads are bridged at the make •contacts ot 
relay (DA3') to light the "A" dial progresa 
lamp at the Sender Test Circuit as an indi
cation that the "A" digit or the "orrice 
Code" 1s the next to be dialed. 

2.4 Checking Multifrequency Pulsing 

2.41 General· (E Option) 

The dial control sequence switch ot 
the. Sender Test Circuit, having advanced 
past the position for dialing the last dig
it, provides a ground over the "DPC" lead 
t~ugh the make contacts ot relay (MFCl) 
Fig. 4, back over the "DPCl" lead, opera t- ·, · 
1ng relays in the dial pulse connector cir•· 
cuit, or the Sender Test Circuit, to assist 
the Adapter Circuit in checking multitre
quency pulsing. The M1i'K 206 type selector 
is now advanced to position 4 by the 
bridging or the "SAl" and "SA2" leads at 
the Sender Test Circuit. Relay (PMR) oper
ates at this time 1 when the shunt is re
moved from one side ot its winding. 

While the dial pulses are.being sent 
out from the Sender Test Circuit, the 
Sender, as soon as the required nwnber ot· 
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digits have been registered, calls in the 
Decoder and receives instructions as to the 
routing ot the call. The Sender Test Cir
cuit proceeds, by means ot revertive puls
ing, to check the District and Office 
·selections received in the Sender, against 
those set up in the Sender Test Circuit by 
the tester. Upon completion or these 
checks, the MF-PCI Check Sequence Switch in 
the sender test circuit is advanced to a 
point where a ground is placed on the "TFl" 
lead to the Adapter Circuit. Lead "TFl" is 
bridged at the make contacts or relay (MFC) 
Fig. 4, with lead "TF2" and extended back 
to the Sender Test Circuit to cause a 
transfer of the "FT" and "FR" leads, from 
the Sender Test Circuit to the Adapter Cir
cuit. The Sender Test Circuit then grounds 
lead "TF", to the Adapter Circuit, operat
ing relay (TRF2) or Fig. 3. The operation 
of relay (TRF2) opens lead "TR" to a slow 
release relay in the Sender Test Circuit 
and at the same time grounds lead "ADV" to 
advance the MF-PCI check switch in the 
Sender Test Circuit, to a position tor 
checking the first multifrequency pulsed 
digit, During the transfer or the funda
mental leads to;the Adapter Circuit, th.It 
fundamental circuit is further opened in 
the Sender Test Circuit under control or 
the "TR" lead ·to prevent a premature trunk 
test ~hich might cause a false assignment. 

2.411 General (F Option) 

After the area code digits have been 
registered in.the subscriber sender it 

· calls'1n a Decoder and receives infonnation 
~s to the routing or the call. When the 
Sen~er Test Circuit completes dial pulsing 
the office code digits it is ready to check 
district and office selections. Upon com
pletion or these checks a relay operates 1n 
the Sender Test Circuit which transters the 
"Fl'" and "FR" leads from the subscriber 
sender over· similarly designated.leads to 
this circuit. 

Arter the last digit has been dial 
pulsed the Sender Test Circuit connects 
ground to lead "DPC". This ground· is re
turned through relay (MPCl) operated over 
le~d "DPC+" operating a relay. 1n the Sender 
Test Circuit which advances a s_equence 
switch in preparation for multitrequenoy 
pulse·checking. At the same time the . 
Sender Test Circuit bridges leads "SAl" and 
"SA2" completing a circuit tor advancing 
the (MFK) 206 type selector. When the 
(MFKJ selector reaches position 4 a shunt 
through arc 2 is removed from one side or · 
the (PMR) relay winding allowing it to op
erate. 'l'h1s opens the circuit tor advanc
ing the (MFK) selector. -The (MPK) selector 
remains in position 4 ready tor MF checking 
the ''ICP" (key pulse) signal and the area 
code "A"· digit. 
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2.42 Trunk Test and Trunk Closure 

The Subscriber Sender calls in an 
Auxiliary Sender after seven digits are 
registered in 1 t. When an Auxiliary -Sender 
is attached it will make trunk test over 
the fundamental circuit, through the Sub
scriber Sender and Sender Test circuits to 
battery through the winding or relay (TC), 
Fig. 3 over lead "FT" and to ground through 
a back contact or relay (PKL) over lead 
"FR". This will operate a _polar relay in 
the Auxiliary Sender circuit but relay (TC) 
in this circuit does not operate because ot 
the high resistance (approx. 34,ooo ohms) 
in the trunk test circuit at this time. 
After the ninth and tenth digits have been 
registered in the Auxiliary Sender, it sig
nals the Subscriber Sender that dialing is 
completed. The Subscriber Sender in turn 
makes trunk closure to the Auxiliary Sender 
causing it to reduce the resistance in the 
trunk test circuit to a~pro~1mate].y 49() 
ohms allowing relay (TC) to operate. 

2.43 Wink Signal 

Relay (TC) operated immediately oloeae 
a "wink" signal (a momentary closure ot re
versed battery and ground) over the "l'T" 
and "FR" .leads causing relay (OF) in the 
Auxiliary Sender Circuit to operate. The 
Auxiliary .Sender then· makes an "assignment" 
to.the Subscribers Sender which proceeds to 
outpulse· the stored digits regi~tered in 1~ 
to the Auxiliary Sender on a. P .c .I. basis •. 
Here they are converted to multifrequency 
pulses and outpulsed over the fundamental 
tip and ring. The TC relay operated, opens 
the operating path or relay WK and operates 
relay PKL. Relay WK is made slow release 
to insure that the wink signal is long 
enough to operate the OF relay in the Aux
iliary Sender. The operated relat (PKL) 
provides a ·path ·to operate relay (CF). Re
lay (CF) operated closes the fundamental 
tip and ring leads to the M.F. Receiver 
Circuit. The operated relay (CP) also 
gro~nds a lead to the Sender Teat Circuit 
to 1,ght a "PrF" lamp as an indication that 
the Adapter Circuit is prepared to check 
for a-failure or the pulse timing circuit. 

2.44 · Prepare Pulse Check Circuit 

Relay (PKL) operated closes a path to 
·operate the (PK) "pulse check" relay 
through the back contacts -ot the (PKH) 
"pulse check help"'relar,, make contacts 
(PKL) "pulse check lock' relat to off
normal ground. The operated (PKL) relay 
also grounds a lead to the Sender Test Cir
cuit, lighting the "KP" lamp aa an i~d1ca
tion that the Adapter Circuit is ready to 
receive multitrequency pulses. The oper
ated (PK) relay closes a path to operate 
relay (KO) which locks to ground ttwough 
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the contacts ot relay (PX). Relay (XO}.op
erated closes a path to operate relay {PKH) 
and also connects ~round.to the primary 
winding ot the (TO) "pulse timing" relay 
which does not operate at this time because 
the biasing winding is also energized. 

2.45 Key Pulse Signal 

The Auxiliaey Sender immediately 
closes through a "KP" (Key Pulse or Gate 
Opener) pulse which consists or two fre
quencies or 1100 and 1700 cycles with a 
duration or approximately 0.100 seconds. 

The following table illustrates the 
frequencies for each pulse or digit re
ceived. These frequencies are assigned 
designations o, 1, 2, 4, 7, and 10 so as to 
tit in with standard additive two-out-ot-. 
five arrangements. 

DIGIT .,... FREQUENCY 
700 900 1100 1300 1500 

D~SIONATION 
0 1 2 4 7 

0 X X 
1 X X 
2 X X 
3 X X 
4 X X 

g X X 
X X 

.i X X 
X X 

9 X X 
KP X 
~ ~·"\ X 

*ST x,i 
........ ,111' 

*On calls where a pret1X "o" digit 1s 
dialed. 

✓/ 

1700 

10 

X 

}1 

The M.P. Receiver, u~n receiving the "KP" 
signal, grouncl's the 'Q" lead to the Adapter 

. Circuit, operati~ the (Q) relay at the 
same time, the "Q lead is extended through 
the make contacts ot relay (KO), back con
tacts or relay MKO, back contacts of relay 
(STK), make contac~s ot relay (PKL) back 
over the "L" lead to notify the M.F. Re
ceiver that the checking circuit is ready 
and to take a reading. 

It the "KP" signal j,s composed of the 
correct frequencies and 1e at least 0.1 
seconds 1n duration, the M.F. Receiver is 
unlocked and upon completion of the aisnal, 
grounds the "UL" lead operating relay (UL), 
providing relay (TOK) 1s opera~d. 

ll':, , 

2.46 Pulse Timing Circuit Check 

The operated (Q) relay removes the 
ground from one side or the biasing winding 

' ot relay (TO)., which operate approximately 
0.050 seconds later when' the "TO" condenser 
becomes sutticiently charged. The opera
tion ot relay (TO), closes a path to ground 

on lead K to operate relay (TOK) which 
locks to arr-normal ground. Relay (TOK) 
operated opens the "P'l'F" lead, extingu1shirg 
the "Pl'F" lamp as an indication that the 
pulse timing circuit is tunct1on1ng proper
ly. Any future operation ot relay (TO) 
would serve as an indication t~t digital 
pulses were too lons or failed to check 
properly and relay (BK3) would operate, 
blocking the test and opening the fundamen
tal by releasing relay {CF)., preventing the 
next incauing digit from overlapping and 
mutilating the digit record locked in by 
the operation ot relay (BK3)., which holds 
a ground on the "L" lead. 

The timing of subsequent digits is 
approximately 0.050 seconds from the time 
the (Q) relay operates, indicating a si~al 
is present, until the release·or relay (KO) 
indicating the pulse checked satisfactorily. 
At this point the timing is extended from 
0.050 to 0.090 seconds to check that the 
pulse received 1s not too long. A failure 
in either case would result in the opera
tion of relay (BK3) and blocking of the 
test. 

2.47 ,Check Circuit Advance 

Ir the KP signal is received and 
checked satisfactorily the M.F. Receiver 
functions to ground lead "UL" at the' ter
mination or the pulse. Relay (UL) Fig. 3 
operates through make contacts or relay 
(TOK) • The· termination or the "KP" .signal 
also removes ground from the "Q" lead, re
leasing relay (Q), which closes sround.to 
the biasing ~inding ot relay (TO), forcing 
its release. Relay (UL) operated extin
guishes the "KP" lamp and grounds a lead to 

. light the "AMA II lamp in the Sender Test 
Circu1t·as an indication that the Adapter 
Circuit is ready to receive the first·dig
ital pulse. Relay (UL) operated, also 
closes a path to operate the MFK selector, 
which remains in an operated position until 
the digit is checked and then advanced to 
the next digit checking position. Relay 
(MKG) is momentarily operated at 'this time, 
through the interrupter springs of the MFK 
selector as a check that the selector fully 
operates, Failure to break the interrupter 
springs would·leave relay (MKO) operated, 
resulting in the "L-Q" lead bridges circuit 
being held open, preventing any further 
progress of the test. 

2.48 Checking the Area Code "A" Digit 

The M.F. Checking Circuit is now 
awaiting the pulsing or the Area Code "A" 
digit. When the Bi§nal is present in the 
M.F. Receiver lead Q" 1s grounded, oper
ati~ relay (Q) which locks the oper~ted 
(PKH) relay and removes a ground from one. 
side of the biasing winding or relay (TO), 
starting the 0.050 second timing cycle. 
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For normal operation two and only two 
of.the "O, 1, 2, 4 and 7" leads will be 
grounded, operating two (N-) relays of Fig. 
3. With two (N-) relays operated, a 1round 
will be connected to one or leads 1120 to 
"29". If' the correct lead is grounded, the 
circuit is continued through the two oper
ated (A-) relays (when Fig. 1 is provided) 
or through the (ACA) rotary switch at the 
·Sender Test Frame over lead "A" (when Fig. 
11 is provided), throush arc 4 of the MFK 
selector and relay (ST} nonnal to provide a 
shunt to relay (PK). This causes relay 
(PK) to release indicating that the digit · 
checked satisfactorily. Relay (KG) 1s re
leased by the release of relay (PK) and: • 

1. Extends the time out period of the 
(TO) relay to 0.090 seconds. 

2. Partly opens the operate path of' the 
MFK selector. 

3. Opens the path from the "Q." lead to 
the "LIi lead from the M.F. Receiver, 

unlocking the channel relays. 

2.49 Advancing Sender Test Circuit tor 
Check ot Subsequent D1g1 ts and M .1' •. 
Check Progress I.amps 

With the MP'lC selector in position 4, 
an oft-normal ground is extended through 
the make contacts or relar (UL), back con
tacts or relay (sTi, arc 6 or the "MFK" . 
selector over the 'A" lead to Fig. 2. 

"Y" Option Pig. 2 

. Ground from arc 6 or the MFK selector 
is connected to lead "AA" to the Sender 
Test Circuit to provide tor lighting the 
"AMA" MF progress and a match lamp, "O" to 
"9" at the Sender Test Frame. Where Pig. 1 
is provided the circuit is through the 
"AMA" lamp back over lead "AMA" throuah 
the two op:rated · (A-) relays to an ••M_"ir
lead extending back to the Sender Test c1·r
cu1 t then through a match lamF to battery • 

. Where Fig. ll is used and (A-} relays are 
not provided, the AMA lamp circuit 1s 
through a section or· the ACA rotary switch 
at the Sender Test Frame. The "AMA" lamp 
indicates the digit being checked while the 
match lamp ''O" to "9" lighted in series 
with it indicates the numerical value of 
the digit being checked. 

"Z" Option Fig. 2 

With certain types of Sender Test 
Circuits, the Area counting relays of Fig. 

,2 are reused tor lighting the "AMA", "AMB" 
·and "AMC" digit progress match lamps at the 
Sender Test Frame. The "DO" lead 1s opened, 
when the Sender Test Circuit Di·al Control 
Sequence Switch is advanced ~st the last 
digit d1al1~ position. The (DAl), (DAl'), 
(DA2), (DA2 1 '), (DA3) and · (DA3 1 ) relays 
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release and the dial progress lamp circuit 
is made ineffective. 

Ground on the "A" · lead from Fig. 1 
operates relay ~DAl) which connects 48 volt 
battery to the 'AA" lead to light the "AMA" 
pulse match progress lamp in the Sender 
Test Circuit and back to Pig. 1 over the 

. "AMA" lead, where 1 t is routed through the 
two operated (A-) relays to an "M". lead ex
tending back to the Sender Test Circuit 
through match lamps to ground. The "AMA" 
lamp indicates the digit being checked and 
the match lamp Oto 9, lighted in series 
with it indicates the numerical •ralue ot 
the digit being checked. At the end or the 
pulse, relays {Q.) and (N-) are released and 
the biasing ground is placed back on the 
(TO) relay. 

Upon the tennination of the first 
d1g1t_pulse, relay (Q) releas~s, in turn 
releasing relaf (PltH) wnich opens the 
ground to the 'MFK." selector,. allowing it 
to step to pos1~ion 5. The 'B" lead· is 
grounded rrom Fig. 3, the "AMA" lamp ext1n
gu1sh~d, the "AMB" lamp lighted in aeries 
with the proper match lamp Oto 9 and the 
check path advanced to the "P2" lead. 

Relay (PK) operates when relay (PKH) 
releases and the circuit is prepared tor 
the pulsing or the next digit. The check
ing of all numerical digits except the 
units is similar to "AMA" except tor the 
orogress lamp lighted, the position ot the 
1'MPK" selector and the "P-" lead checking 
path used. The up_" lead check paths are 
controlled sequentially by relays (A-), 
(B-) and (C-) or Fig. 1 and key o~ sequence 
switch settings 1n the Sender Test Circuit. 

The Sender Test Circuit MP-PCI Check 
Sequence switch is.advanced from position 
to position after the checking ot the Area 
Code by gro\lndS applied OV$r leads "BA",· 
"CA", l'THA" "HA", "TA" and "UA" from arc 6 
of the "MFKA selector. 

2.50 Units Digit 

Checking of the units digit is accom
plished in a little different manner inso
far as preparing the Adapter Circuit for 
checking or not checking a "Stations" digit 
is concerned. Ten digit Direct Distance 
Dialing class of calls, not having a pro
vision for "Stations" or "Over Ten Thou
sands" features will have the "NS3" lead 
grounded from the Sender Test Circuit op
erating relay (NST) or Pig. 3. The "MFK" 
selector is advanced to position 14 upon 
the completion or the tens digit check and 
the Sender Test Circuit grounds the "PlO" 
lead to the Adapter Circuit if the pulsed 
digit matches the one set up 1n the Sender 
Test Circuit tor the uni ta d1g1 t. The 
units progress lamp 1a lighted through a 
bridge or leads "UKl" and "UK2" at the back 
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contacts or relays iUK) and (ST). The 
ground on lead "PlO to arc 4 ot t.he "MFK" 
selector shunts down relay (PK) in the 
regular manner. The (KG) relay is released, 
the (Q) relay releases at the termination 
or the pulse the (PKH) relay is released, 
and the "MFK'' selector is advanced to posi
tion 15. In position 15, relay (UIC) oper
ates from ground on the operated (UL)~ 
relay~ The units progress lamp 1s ext1n
,uished, and with relay (HST) operated, the 
~ST) relay is operated through arc 5 or 
'MFK" selector to oft-normal ground and 
through the make contacts or relay (G). 

Relay (ST) operated; 

1. Opens the locking ground to relay 
(UK) allowing it to release. 

2. Closes the. "ST" (start) pulse check-
ing circuit to the winding or relay 

(STK). 

3 • .opens the digit check circuit • 

4. Closes a path to light the "ST" 
(start) pulse progress lamp in the 

Sender Test Circuit. 

5. Operates relay ~SPC), "ZF" option, 
.when "Prefix -0' key at Sender Test_ 

Frame is operated. 

2.51 "ST" (Start) Pulse 

When a "ST" signal is received in the 
MP Receiver Circuit, it operates relays 
(N7) and (NlO) or Fig. 3. If a prefix zero 
digit has been dialed on this call the 
"ST" signal is changed and relays tN1) and 

. ~~) are operated instead. With relals 
· and (~ operated and relay (STC} · 

normal or relays (Nl),. (NlO) and (STC) op
erated (other (N-) relays normal), a cir
cuit is completed for operating relay (STK). 

Relay (STK) operated; 

1. Locks to off-norm~l· ground. 

2. Extinguishes lamp ."ST". 

3. Opens the "L" lead to unlock the 
channel relays in the M.F. Receiver. 

4. Places ground on one side ot the · 
biasing winding or relay (TO) to de

activate the timing circuit. 

5. Opens lead "STK" to the Sender Test 
Circuit, causing that circuit to 

transfer the fundamental tip and ring 
back to a local circuit tor completion or 
fundamental closure and talk selections. 

6. Grounds lead "STA" to the Sender Test 
Circuit to advance that circuit for 

completion of the test. 

2.52 Restore to Normal 

As the Sender Test Circuit reatoree 
to normal between test calls ground is re
moved from leads "C" and "O" releasing 
relays {C), (CA) and (0). With relays (C) 
and (CA) released, all relays which are 
held to off-normal ground in the Adapter 
Circuit are released and the "MFK~' selector 
is restored to normal (position 22). The 
Adapter Circuit is now awaiting the next 
test call. 

2.53 Blocking 

Blocking will occur during ~.F. pulse 
checking and operate the (BK3) relay under· 
the following conditions, 

i. Three frequencies present, causi11g 
the M. F. Receiver to. open its_ "K" 

lead. 

2. One or no frequencies present or M.F. 
pulse too short c~using a mis-match 

or a·succeeding digit and a time out or 
the pulse timing circuit. 

3. M.F. pulse too long causing a time 
out of the pulse timing c~rcuit. 

Relay (BK3) operatedJ 

3. 

1. Grounds the "BLK" lead to the Sender 
Test Circuit blocking the advance or 

that circuit. 

2. Opens the fundamental tip and ring by 
releasing relay (CF) to prevent suc

ceeding digits from operlapping and muti
lating the digit record or the failure • 

3. Grounds the "L" lead to lock in the 
channel relays in the M .. F. Receiver, 

or the digit that failed. 

4. Operates relay (LMP), closing paths 
for lighting pulse lamps at the 

Sender Test Frame corresponding to the 
digit received by the M.F. Receiver and 
recorded on (N-) relays or Fig. 3. · 

5. Operates and holds tt:,.e "MFK" selector 
to prevent its advance from the check 

position where trouble was encountered. 

PARTICULAR AUXILIARY SENDER TEm' 
(FIG. 10) 

3.1 Associating Any Auxiliary- Sender With 
Any Subscribers Sender For Test Pur
poses 

3.11 Ten PAS- keys are equipped on the 
automatic test frame, since ten aux

iliary senders are the maximum in a group. 
When the subscriber senders tested by the . 
test frame have access to a single group or 
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auxiliary senders, a particular auxiliary 
sender 1s selected by operating a PAS- key. 
Ground through the break contacts of relays 
(LOl) and (LOR), over lead "PSB," through 
the ma~e contact ot the PAS- key operated, 
and over lead "MB-" will make busy these
lected auxiliary sender. 

On a ten digit DDD call, prior to 
dialing the hundreds (H) digit, the U2 cam 
of the test frame grounds.lead "H." This 
ground is extended through the MF Adapter· 
to the back contacts of relays (OTl) and 
(700) nonnal, over lead "PSC," through the 
operated PAS- key make contact, back over 
lead "PC," to the back contacts of a con
tinuity transfer on relay (L03), and · 
through the break contact or relay (LOR), 
to operate relays (LOl) and (L02). Relays 
(LOl} and (L02) operated: 

(a) Ground the "PAS-" leads through the 
nonnal PAS- keys to make busy all. 

auxiliary senders that have not been made 
busy 1n service. 

(b) Remove ground from the "MB-" lead or 
the selected auxiliary sender by open

ing the ground circuit on lead "PSB." • 
. . 

(c) Close the. operate path for relai 
(L03), through the back contact or 

relay (LOR} and through the make contacts 
of relays {LOl) and (L02). Relay (L03) 
operated: 

(1) Through a continuity transfer, locks 
relays .(LOl) and (L02) to off-normal 

ground, and removes the circuit from the 
test frame U2 cam and. its associated (H) 
lamp. 

(2) Closes a path to the (LOR) relay sec
ondary winding to. lead "PSB," through 

th~ nonnal ASB key. 

(3) Closes the (LOR) relay. primar'f wind
ing through the (LOR) and (RL} relay 

continuity transfer contacts, to lead 
"LOR. II . 

3.12 After the sender test frame dials the 
seventh digit into the sµbscriber 

·sender, the subscriber sender seizes the 
selected auxiliary sender. Since, at this 
time, all other auxiliary senders are made. 
busy by relays (LOl) and (L02) or in serv- · 
ice, only the selected auxiliary sender is 
seized. The selected auxiliary sender 
grounds the "MB-" lead, and through the op
erated PAS- key, over lead "PSB," through 
the operated (L03) relay make contact, 
through the normal ASB key, operates relay 
(LOR) on its secondary winding. Relay · 
(LOR) operated: 

(a) Locks to its primary winding over its 
· continuity tranater contact, to ott

normal ground. 
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(b) Opens the locking path of relays (LOl), 
(L02) and (L03), releasing these re

lays. 

(c) Insures that ~round is not extended 
from the "MB- leads through the op

erated PAS- key to make busy the selected 
auxiliary sender for the second time, 
until the MF Adapter Circuit returns to 
normal and is ready for the next test. 

3.13 When relays (LOl) and (L02) release 
· ground is removed from the "MB-" 

leads or all the auxiliary senders, thus 
making them all available for service. 

3.2 Seven Digit MF Calls Using the Par-
ticular Auxiliary Sender Circuit 

3.21 The circuit operates 1n a similar 
manner on seven digit MF calls. On 

this type of call, after _the seventh digit 
is dialed into the subscriber sender, the 
test frame V2 cam grounds the "U" lead in 
position 12. ·This ground is extended to 
the MF Ada~ter to.the transfer contacts of 
relay (0'1'1} normal, through the transfer 
contacts of relay \700) operated, and 
through the continuity transfer contacts ot 
rel&f (L03) to operate relays (LOl) and 
(L02J. These relays pertonn the same func
tions as described 1n paragraph 3.11. The 
auxiliary senders that are made busy are 
released when test frame cam V2 grounds 
lead "LOR" in position 13/17, to operate 
relay (LOR). 

3.3 No Auxiliary Sender Available (ASB 
and CAN-SYN Keys Operated - 10 Digit 
DDD Class or Call Only) 

3.31 Test can be made with the Particular 
Auxiliary Sender Circuit to deter

mine if the subscriber sender under test 
will recognize the all auxiliary senders 
busy condition (no auxiliary senders avail
able). These tests are performed in a 
similar manner to those described in para
graph 3 .11. 

3.32 The particular auxiliary sender to 
be selected with the PAS- key, is 

plugged busy at its Make Busy Jack. The 
ASB key is operated to prevent ground, · 
from the auxiliary sender, from returning 
over lead "MB" - throuih the operated PAS
key- and over lead "PSB, and falsely oper
ating relay (LOR). The ci~cuit functions 
as previously described in paragraph 3.11, 
but when relays (LOl) and (L02) operate 
and make busy all.other auxiliary senders, 
the subscriber sender will go to overflow 
because it cannot seize an auxiliary 
sender. The test tra.me continues to dial 
into the subscriber sender until all the 
digits are dialed, then it blocks. As the 
test frame dials into the 13/17 position, 
the test frame W2 cam grounds lead "LOR". 
This gro~nd is extende_d to the MF Adapter 

• 
' \ 
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through a make contact on relay (L03) and 
through the continuity transfer contacts 
ot relay (LOR) to operate relay {LOR) on 
its primary winding. Relay (LOR} locks to 
oft-normal ground and through its continu
ity contact, opens the path on lead "LOR" 
trom its winding to the test .frame. Relay 
(LOR) o~ens the hold1~ path for relays 
(LOl), {L02), and (L03), which release, 
and in turn release the auxiliary senders 
for service. 

The opera~ion ot .... e test frame CA 
key will restore the test frame and the MF 
Adapter to normal, thus releasing relay 
(LOR). · 

3.4 Auxiliary Sender Link Time Out 

In the event of an Auxiliary Sender 
Link time out the R lead is grounded, oper
ating relay_RL. Relay RL operated through 
a continuity transfer contact opens·lead 
"LOR" from the sender test frame and oper
ates relay (LOR) •. Relay (LOR) operated, 
opens the holding path for ·relays (LOl) an1 
(L02) which will release, it they have 
been operated, and they will remove.the 
grounds from leads "PAS-O" to "PAS-9". 

3.5 Particular Auxiliary Sender Test 
( Figs • 5 &: 6) . 

3.51. Ten (PAS-) keys are provided at the 
sender test frame·with the keys be

ing associated with auxiliary senders in a 
cOllllll()n group or ten or less. 

3.52 When a (PAS-) key is operated it con-
. nects ground from relays (L03) and 
(L02) normal to the "MB" lead of the asso

. ciated auxiliary sender to hold it busy. 

. As dialing r.rogresses, pulses re
ceived over lead 'P" from the sender test 
circuit are recognized by the (W-). and (Z-) 
relays of Fig. 6. When the sender test 
circuit is in position to dial the seventh 
digit, ground from this circuit will be 
connected to lead "TH" on a ten digit MF 
type call, lead "U" on a seven digit MF 
type call and lead "T" on a seven digit MF 
type call when a number over 10,000 is to 
be dialed. This ground is directed over 
lead "PSC" to the sender test circuit, 
throu~h the operated (PAS-) ket, back over 
lead PC" to operate relay (LO]. Relay 
(LO) in tum operates relays (LOl) and ' 
(L02) which connect ground to the "MB" 
leads ot the auxiliary senders associated 
with the (PAS-) keys that are normal to 
hold the unwanted aux111ary· senders busy •. 
Relay (LOl) also operates relay (L03) 
which locks to otf-normal ground and re
moves ground trom the "MB" lead holding 
the desired auxiliary sender busy making 
it available. After the seventh digit is 
dialed, the sender test circuit dial con
trol switch advances removing ground 

connected tQ lead "P". Relays (W-) and 
~Z-) tunot1on to remove ground trom lead 
'PSC" allowing slow release relay (LO) to 
release. Rela. f (LO) nonnal shunts relays 
(LOl) and (L02} causing them to release. 
This removes ground on the "MB" leads hold-
ing· the unwanted auxiliary senders restor
ing them to service: Slow release relay 
(LO) allows time for the subscriber sender 
to seize the preselected auxiliary sender 

· before relea,ing the unwanted auxiliary 
senders. 

3.53 Relay (RL), operated by ground over 
lead "R" in the event of an auxiliary 

sender link timeout or over lead "BLK" when 
the blocking relay of the sender test cir
cuit operates, opens the (LO) relay operate 
circuit. This will inactivate the· particu
lar auxiliary sender test feature. 

4. TEN DIGIT SKIP-3 CALL - M.F. OUTPULSINO 

This class of call is used, where a 
local office has a direct outgoing trunk 
group to a crossbar tandem office which 
serves only local offices in one particular 
"Foreign Area". 

4.1 Seizure and Dialing 

Seizure, dialing and dial registra
tion tor this class or ·call 1s almos·t 
identical to that for a ten digit no-skip 
class of call, the only difference being 
the operation of relay (SK3) Fig. 4 over 
the "SK3" lead from the Sender Test Cir-
cuit. · 

4.2 Checking Multifrequency Pulsing 

The operated (SK3) relay bridges 
leads "PBl" and "PB2" together to Fif· 3 
resulting in the advance of the "MFK se-

. lector to position 7 for checking the first 
digit of the "office" code, as only seven 
digits will be multi.frequency outpuleed 
from the Auxiliary Sender Circuit. 

Multifrequency checking of digits and 
completion of call are the same as for a 

t;~n ::: ::s::~l:::I;r ~:. -M .F. \ 
our PULSING J 

This class ot call is used, where a 
local office has a direct outgoing trunk 
group to a crossbar tandem or number 4, 
A4A, 4M or 4A system and the call is to be 
completed within the "Home Area". 

5.1 Seizure 

Seizure, on this class ot call is 
similar to that fcra ten digit no skip 
~lass of call excev.t that relay (700) is 
operated over the '700" lead from the 
Sender Test Circuit. 
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5.2 Dialing 

As no "Area" code will be dialed the 
Area Code Digit Control Circuit, Fig. 1, 
will not be used. Likewise the chain relay 
sequence relays or Fig. 2 will not be used. 

Upon the advance or the dial control 
switch in the Sender Test Circuit to the 
r.osition or dialing the "A" digit of the 
'Office Code" and a.rte~m:-eliminary 
pulse <>D.-:-1 pulses have •en sent, when 
t~ae·--·reafores -are being tested, a path · 
over the "PU" lead through the normal re
lays or the·sequence chain relays or Fig.2 
and back over the "PUC" lead prepares·the 
Sender Test Circuit for dial pulsing the 
Office Code, The "DA" and "DF" leads are 
brid6ed at the contacts or operated relay 
(700), closing a path to the Sender Test 
Circuit to start the dial pulsing or the 
first digit of the Office Code. Dialing 
then progresses in the regular manner. 

5.3 Checking Multitrequency Pulsing 

The operated (700) relay, Fig. 4, 
bridges lead "PBl" and''PB2" together to 
Fig. 3 resulting in the advance or selec
tion "MFK" to position 7, tor checking the 
first digit or the Office Code, after dial
ing haei been completed and the "SAl" and 
"SA2" leads are bridged in the Sender Test· 
Circuit. 

Multifrequency· checking or digits and 
completion of call are the same as for a 
ten digit no-skip class of call. 

5.4 Stations Digit 

If relay (NST) is nonnal, indicating 
that a ••stations" digit is expected, the 
r,ath tor operating the (ST) relay tor the 
'Start" signal check is not closed until 

position 16. In position i5, the comple
tion or the pulse checking path 1s over· 
lead "PSI" from the Sender Test Circuit · 
through arc 4 or selector MFK. Re1ay (UK) 
operates and the "STA" progress lamp is 
lighted over lead "STL" to the Sender Test 
Circuit from ground through an operated 
(UK) relay, back over the "UKl" lead to . 
ground in the Sender Test Circuit. Check
ing 18 otherwise complet~d in the same man
ner as the other digits. 

5.5 Over Ten Thousands Digit 

It the number being tested is over 
9,999,.ground is placed on the "OTl" lead 
from the Sender Test Circuit which operates 
relay (O'l'l) Fig. 3, 

. Normally on calls under 10,000, 
ground trom relay C or.erated is connected 
through arc 2 or the 'MFK" selector, to the 
winding ot· the MPK selector magnet winding 
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causes the selector to pass by posi
tion· 10. 

With the selector·in position 10, 
M.F. checking 1s completed over the. "PTT" 
lead from the Sender Test Circuit through 
arc 4 or selector "MFK" in the same manner 
as the.other digits. 

Ground through arc 6 or the "MFK" 
selector in position 10 1 through make con
tacts of relay (OTl), over the "OTA" lead 
advances the MF-PCI check sequence switch 
in the Sender Test Circuit to the proper 
position for checking a ten thousands 
digit. 

Relay (OTl) operated also transfers 
the "Particular Sender Control" lead "PSC" 
from the Subscribers Sender Teat Circuit 
throu~h an operated (700) relay or Fig. 4, 
to a T" lead back to the Sender Test Cir
cuit to a ground from the Dial Control 
Switch because the "tens" digit is now the 
seventh digit dialed instead of the "units" 
digit and that is the point where the Sub
scribers Sender attempts to seize an Auxil-
iary Sender. · 

6. SEVEN DIGIT SKIP-3 CALL - M.F. OUT
PULSING 

This class ot call is used where a 
local office has a direct outgoing trunk 
group to a single unit crossbar type of 
local office and the outpulsing ot switch
ing info:nnation by means of multifrequency 
is desirable. 

6.1 Seizure and Dialing 

Seizure, dialing and dial registra
tion for this class of call are similar to 
that tor a Seven D,igit no-skip class of 
call excer,t that relay (SK3) is operated 
over the 'SK3,. lead trom the Sender Test
C:i.rcuit. · 
6.2 Checking Multitrequency Pulsing 

The operated (SK3). and (700, relavs 
Fig. 4.; bridge leads "PBl, 11 "PB2, ft "PB31' 
and "PB4" together to F1j• 3, resulting in 
the advance or selecto,:- MFK," to position 
11, for checking the first digit of the nu
mericals after dialing is completed and 
the "SAll. and "SA2" leads are bridged at 
the Sender Test Circuit. 

The· completion or dialing and the re
sultant operation or relay (TRF2) duril'lg 
"fundamentaltranster" grounds the "SK" 
lead to Pig. 4 and the operated (SK3) and 
troo) relays close this ground to leads 
~OTA," "SKA" and "SIG" to provide. positive 
paths tor advancing the MF-POI check se
quence switch in the Sender Teat Circuit 
to synchronize its checking position with 
that ot the ·"MF'K" selector. 

-~ 

u 
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Mult1trequency pulse checking or dig
its and completion of call are the same ae 
for a ten digit no-skip class or call. 

7. SEVEN DIGIT SKIP-2 CALL - M.F. OUT-
PULSING . 

This class or call is used where a 
local panel office has a direct outgoing 
trunk group to a multiunit·crossbar type or 
local office and the outpulsing of switch
ing information by means of multifrequency 
is desirable. 

7.1 Seizure and Dialing 

Seizure, dialing and dial registra
tion for this class of call are similar to 
that for a seven digit no-skip class or call 
except that relay (SK2) is operated over 
lead "SK2" from the Sender Test Circuit. 

7.2 Checking Multifreq~ency Pulsing 

·The operated (SK2) and (7DG) relays · 
Fig. 4, bridge leads "PBl, 11 "PB2" and "PB3" 
together to Fig. 3 resulting in the ad
vance of selector ''MFK" to position 9 for 
checking the "C" digit of the "Office" code 
as the first .di~it, after dialing is com
pleted and the SAl" and "SA2" leads are 
bridged at the Send~r Test Circuit. 

The completion of dialing and the re
sultant operation of relay (TRF2) during 
"fundamental transfer" grounds the "SK" 
lead to Fig. 4 and _the operated (SK2) and 
t700' relays close this ground to leads. 
ilsKA" and ,-,SKB" to provide positive paths 
for advancing the MF-PCI Check sequence 
switch in the Sender Test Circuit to syn
chronize its checking position with that of 
the "MFK" selector. · 

Multifrequency pulse checking of dig
its and completion of call are the same as 
for a ten digit no-skip class of call. 

8.. AUXILIARY SENDER WI PEOUT, TIMEOUT AND 
OVERFLOW TESTS (FIG .• 7) 

8.1 Call Abandoned After Dialing the 
Ninth Digit of a Ten-Digit Call 

When the subscribers sender test cir
cuit reaches the point or dialing units, 
ground over lead W5 operates relay (WO) · 
which locks to off-normal ground. 

Relay (WO) operated; 

l. Arranges the TOC tube timer for a 
five second timeout. 

2. Grounds lead W6 to the test circuit. 

3. Operates relay (woe). 

4. Bridges leads Tgf and TSTl to the 
sender test circuit. 

Relay (WOC) operated; 

l. Grounds leads AST, 'W'l'2, AT & ATl to
the sender test circuit. 

2. Removes bridges on leads LD & LDl and 
leads LD2 & LD3 to the sender test 

circuit. 

3. Removes bridge on leads R & Rl to the 
sender test circuit to cause an aban-· 

doned call to be registered in the sub
scriber sender. 

4. Bridges lead 'W'l' from the sender test 
circuit to lead WTl causing a funda

mental transfer in the sender test cir
cuit permitting that circuit to arrange 
itself to check talk selections. · 

5. Closes a path from lead AD2 from the 
sender test circu.tt through back con

tacts of timing relay (Toe) to lead CAl 
_ (Option V) or lead AD3 (Option T) for . 
advancing the sender test circuit to nor
mal on a satisfactory test. 

8.2 Call Abandon~d After Dialing Ten 
Digits but Before the Sender Attached 
Wink 1s Registered · 

When the subscribers. sender test cir
cuit reaches dial completion, ground is ex
tended over lead W7, operating relay (WOl) 
which locks to off-no~al ground. 

Relay (WOl) operated; 

l. Arranges the TOC tube timer for a 
five second timeout. 

2; Opens a bridge of leads 'l"l'l & TT2 and 
closes a bridge on leads TTl & Tr5 to 

provide trunk test battery and ground 
without a sender attached wink to ·be di
rected to the auxilia:ry sender. 

3. Operates relay (woe) • 
From this point call proceeds the 

same as Section 5 .81. · · 

8.3 Call Abandoned After Multifrequency 
Outpuls1ng has Begun 

When MFK selector reaches ws1t1on 7-
(check A digit); ground on lead WB·operates 
relay (W02) which locks to off-normal 
ground. 

Relay (W02) operated; 

l. Arranges the TOC tube timer for a 
five second timeout. 
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·, 
2. Arra~es the FP timing circuit for a 

639-697 millisecond timeout. 

3. Closes in part a bridge of leads SCl 
and AT to advance the sender test 

circuit to a position for ~cognizing 
link dismissal when relay (SCl} releases 
in the sender test circuit. 

4. Closes a path from lead CAl to the 
contacts or relay (Ll). 

5. Operates relay (woe). 

Relay (woe) operated; 

l. Completes bridge ot leads SCl & AT. 

2. Grounds leads AST, WT2 &: ATl to the 
sender test circuit. 

3. Removes bridge on leads LD & LDl and 
leads LD2 & ID3 to the sender test 

circuit. 

4. Removes bridge on leads R & Rl to the· 
sender test circuit to cause an aban

doned call to be registered in the sub~ 
scriber sender. 

5 .. Extends lead LD to the winding or re-
lay (Ll) to cause that relay to oper

ate when link dismissal 1s received 1n 
the sender test circuit from the sub-· 
scriber sender. 

Relay (Ll) operated; 

·Grounds lead CAl to restore the 
sender test circuit to normal. 

FP Condenser Timer (639-697MS) 

Ground from the back contacts or re
lay (W02) through resistor CA nonnally 
keeps condenser PP discharged and·provides 
a path through resistor CB, .Jack FP and the 
2600 ohm secondary winding of relay (FP) to 
hold relay (FP) on its back cont~cts. When 
relay (W02) operates, this ground is re
moved and is applied through potentiometer 
DA, resistance CC and the 200 ohm primary 
winding or relay (FP) to energize relay 
{FP) which ie held on its back contacts for 
639-697 milliseconds while current con
tinues· to r low through i te secondary wind
ing charging condenser FP. When condenser · 
FP 1s charged sufficiently and the current 
through the secondary winding diminishes, 
relay (FP) operates over its primary wind-· 
1ng and closes ground to lead FP to Fig. 3. 
If multitrequency outpulsing has not been 
stopped in the auxiliary sender by the 
opening of the fundamental at relay (LR) 1n 
that circuit,. the operation or relay (Q) in 
the adapter will result and ground will be 
extended back over lead BK4 to operate re
lay (BK4) blocking the test circuit and 
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lighting lamp FP at the test circuit as an 
1~d1cation of a failure. 

8.4 Auxiliary Sender Timeout After Dial
ing Nine Digits of a Ten Digit Call 

When the sender test circuit reaches 
the point or dialing the units digit, groum 
over lead W9 operates relay (TO) which 
_looks to oft-nonnal ground. · 

Relay (TO) operated; 

1. Arranges the TOC tube timer·ror a 
fifteen second timeout. 

2. Removes bridge from leads L & Ll to 
the sender test circuit to prevent a 

false operation or relay (L) in that cir
cuit while arranging itself for checking 
talk selections. 

3. Grounds lead R to prevent any further 
dial pulses being sent ·to subscriber 

sender. 

4. Disables five second timing feature 
ot TOC tube timer •. 

5 •. Operates relay (WOl) which looks to 
off-normal ground. 

Relay (WOl) operated; 

1.'. Opens a bridge ot leads 'l'Tl & 'rl'2 and 
closes a bridge on lead~ 'l'Tl & TT5 to 

provide trunk test battery and ground · 
without a sender attached wink to be di
rected to the auxiliary sender. 

2. Operates relay (woe). 
From this point call proceeds the 

same as Section 5.81 except that lead LD is 
extended to the winding or relay (Ll) to 
cause that relay to operate when link dis
missal is received in the sender test cir
cuit, from the subscriber .sender~ 
Relay (Ll) operated; 

Closes bridge to leads L & Ll to per
mit talk selections being checked. 

8.5 Auxiliary Sender Timeout After Dial
ing Ten Digits 

When dial pulse completion is reached 
in the sender test circuit,. ground on lead 
W9 operates relay (TO). · · 

From this point call proceeds the 
same as Section 5.8~ .. 

8.6 . Overflow Test or Reversed Trunk On 
Seizure 

When the test call reaches the point 
of dial pulse completion ground_ over lead 

• 
• 
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WlO operates relay (RV'l') which locks to 
otf-nonnal ground~ 

Relay (RVT) operated; 

1. Places a bridge on leads R & Rl to 
hold the dialing circuit closed when 

relay (WOC) operates. 

2: Causes reversed battery and ground 
without sender attached wink to be 

directed to the auxiliary sender over the 
fundamental for trunk test (leads TTl & 
T'l'3). . • 

3. Operates relay (WOl). 

From this point call progresses the 
same as for Section 5.82. 

8.7 TOC Tube Timer Circuit 

This timer is ·used to prevent the 
· test circuit being advanced falsely by a 
timeout of the auxiliary sender in the case 
or abandoned call and overflow tests. It 
is used also to check that the auxiliaey 
sender•times out within the specified 6-12 
seconds on timeout tests.• 

The cold cathode 313cc type tube TOO 
normally has +130 volts connected to its 
anode (tenninal 2} and ~round throu~h the 
winding of relay (TOC) (when relay (WOC) 
operates) is connected to one cathode 
( tenninal 4). 

In the case of the five second time
out, operation ot any one of relays (WO), 
(WOl) or (W02) arranges the timing circuit 
so that +130 volts through resistor CE, 
potentiometer DB and resistor CH is con
nected to the other cathode (tenninal 1) or 
tube TOC. Capacitor CE is '·then slowly 
charged to a point where the starter gap 
voltage between tenn1nals land 4 reaches 
69-74 volts. The gas in the tube ionize~ 
to the point where the transfer current be
tween cathode 4 and anode 2 reaches a point 
sufficient to cause the tube to fire across 
the main gap and operat·e relay (TOC). 

The fifteen second timeout occurs in 
a similar manner. The operation or relay 
(TO) arranges the timing circuit using re
sistors CD & CH, potentiometer DC and ca
pacitor CD to fonn the control network. 

Resistor CF is bridged across capaci
tors CD and CE when the circuit 1s normal 
to disoharge them for the next cycle. 

Relay (TOC) operated; 

l.· Grounds lead TO to the subscriber 
sender teat circuit to light lamp TO 

as an indication or a timeout failure. 

2. Opens the test circuit advance path 
bridge or leads AD2 and AD3. 

9. AUXILIARY . SENDER WI PEOUT, TIMEOUT AND 
. OVERFLOW TESTS (PIO. 9) 

9.1 Call Abandoned After Dialing Eight 
Digits or a Ten Digit Call 

·When the sender test circuit is 1n 
position to dial the eighth digit or a ten 
digit call it connects ground to lead "W5" 
operating relay (WO) which locks to .ott
normal ground. 

Relay (WO) operated; 

(a) Connects ground to lead "AD3" which 
causes the sender circuit (R2) se

quence switch to advance to a dialing 
completed position after dialing the 
eighth digit. 

(b) Connects ground to lead ''WT" to the 
sender test circuit as an indication 

that the check or talk selections is to 
be skipped. 

(c) Opens one of the shunts across leads 
"R" and "Rl". 

(d) Prepa.res a circu1 t for operating re
lay (woe). 

When the sender test circuit completm 
the check or district and oftice selections 
it connects ground to lead "AT" operating 
relay (woe) which locks to orr-nonnal 
ground. 

Relay (woe) operated; 

(a) Removes the remaining shunt across 
leads "R" and 11Rl" simulating an 

abandoned call. 

(b) Connects ground to lead "AST" to 
light the (AST) lamp at the sender. 

test frame. 
(c)·Starts the 5 ·second (TOC) tube timer 

circuit. 

(d) Connects ground to lead "WT2" as an 
indication that the tip party test is 

to be skipped. 

(e) Prepares a circuit for advancing the 
sender test circuit (R4) sequence 

over lead "ATl". . 

When the subscriber sender recognizes 
the abandoned call condition it provides a 
line release signal ~direct or low resist
ance ground) on its 'SC" lead. This causes 
a relay in the·sender test circuit to oper
ate which completes a circuit tor connect
ing 1round to lead "AD2". Ground on lead 
"AD2 through relay (WO} operated, relays 
(TOC), (TO), (BK4) and {RVT) normal and re
lay {woe) operated 1s returned to the 
sender test circuit over lead "ATl" to ad
vance the (R4) sequence switch from posi
tion 9 to position 17. 
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Completion of the test is as de
scribed in the Circuit Description or the 
associated sender test circuit.· At the end 
ot the test the sender test circuit removes 
ground from lead "NFC" causing this circuit 
to restore to nonnal. · 

If the subscriber sender fails to 
recognize the abandoned call indication 
then when relay (TOC) operates after ap
proximately 5 seconds it opens the circuit 
tor advancing the sender test circuit (R4) 
sequence switch to position 17, blocking 
the test. 

9.2 Call Abandoned After Dialing Ten 
Digits But Before Remote Sender Wink 

After the sender test circuit has 
completed dialing all ten digits it con-
nects ground to lead ''W5" operating relay 
(WO) which locks to off-normal ground. 

·Relay (WO) operated; 

(a) Connects ground to lead "WT" to.the 
sender test circuit as an indication 

that talk selections check is to be 
skipped. 

(b) Prevents a "wink" signal trom being. 
returned to the auxiliary sender when 

1t·attempts to make trunk test. 

(c) Opens one of the shunts across leads 
"R" and "Rl". 

(d) Pre~res a circuit tor operating re
lay (WOO). 

·When the sender test circuit com
pletes the check ot district and ottice 
selections it connects ground to lead "AT" 
operating relay (WOC) which looks to ott
normal ground. 

-Subsequent op,erat1on is as described 
in paragraph 9.1, 'Call abandoned after 
dialing eight digits or a ten digit call." 

9.3 Call Abandoned After Sender Attached 
Wink But Before MP Outpulsing is 
Cpmpleted 

When the (Jlll'E) aelector advances to 
position 7 tor checking MF outpulsing ot 
the "A" digit ot the ott1ce code ground 1s 
connected to lead ''W3" to the sender test 
circuit. This ground 1s returned through 
the plugged (W02) Jack over lead "W5" to 
operate relay (WO) which locks to otr
normal ground. 

Relay (WO) operated; 

(a) Opens one o~ the shunts across leads 
"R" and "Rl". 
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(b) •Opens the circuit tor advancing the 
sender test circuit (R4) sequence 

switch under control or arc 6 or the 
(MFK) selector. 

(o) Connects ground to lead "WT" to the 
sender test circuit as an indication 

that talk selections check 1s to be 
skipped. 

(d) Closes a circuit for operati~ relay 
(woe) f'rom _ground on lead "AT trom 

the sender test circuit. 

Relay (woe) operated; 

(a) Locks to oft-normal ground. 

(b) Connects ground to lead "AST" to 
light the (AST) lamp at the sender 

test frame. 

(c) Starts the 5 second (TOC) tube timer 
circuit. 

(d) Connects ground to lead "WT2" as an 
indication that the tip party test 1s 

to be skipped. 

(e) Prepares a circuit tor advanc1ng·t~e 
sender test circuit (R4) sequence 

switch over lead "ATl". 

(r) Connects ott-nonnal ground to one 
side or the biasing winding circuit 

or relay (TP) to deactivate the pulse 
timing circuit, 

(g) Removes the remaining shunt across 
leads "R" and "Rl" simulating an 

abandone~ call. 

When the subscriber sender recog
nizes the abandoned call condition it r.ro
v1des a line release condition on its 'SC" 
lead. This causes a relay 1n the sender 
test circuit to operate which closes a,o1r
cu1t tor connecting ground to lead "AD2". 
Ground on lead "AD2" through relay (WO} op
erated, relays (TOC), (TO), (BK4) and {RV'l') 
nonnal and relay (WOC) operated is retumed 
to the sender test circuit over lead "ATl" 
to advance the (R4) sequence switch to 
position 17. · 

Completion or the test is as de
scribed in the Circuit Description or the 
associated sender test circuit. At the end 
of the test the sender test circuit removes 
ground trom lead "MFC" causing this circuit 
to restore to nonnal. 

Ir MF outpuls1ng continues after 
ground has been connected to lead "AD2", 
then when relay (0) operates indicating the 
presence of an MF pulse, it closes a cir
cuit to operate relay (BK4). Relay (BK4) 

J 
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opens the circuit tor advancing the .sender 
test circuit (R4) sequence switch blockil"lg 
the test and connects ground to lead "FP" 
lighting the (FP) lamp at the sender test 
frame. 

9.4 Auxiliary Sender Timeout After Dial
ing Nine Digits or a Ten Digit Call 

When the sender test circuit is in 
position ·to dial the ninth digit ot a ten 
digit call it connects ground to lead ''W6" 
operating relay (TOl) which locks to off
normal ground • 

Relay (TOl) operated; 

(a) Connects ground to lead "AD3" which 
causes the sender test circuit to ad

vance to a dialing completed position 
-after dialing the ninth digit. 

(b) Prepares a circuit for advancing the 
sender test circuit (R4) sequence 

switch. 

(c) Closes a circuit tor operating relay 
(woe). 

Relay (woe) operated; 

(a) Locks to off-nonnal ground. 

(b) Connects ground to lead "AST" to 
light the (AST) lamp at the sender 

test frame. · 

(c) Starts the 5 second (Toe) tube timer 
circuit. 

(d) Connects ground to lead "WT2" which 
will cause the tip party test feature 

and, if provided, the toll diversion test 
feature to be skipped. 

The auxiliary sender is timing for 
6-12 seconds waiting for the tenth (Units) 
digit to be dialed. At the end of this in
terval the auxiliary sender functions to 
set the call to overfl9w by providing the 
subscriber sender with a dialing completed 
signal and a reversed battery condition over 
the fundamental circuit. As the subscriber 
sender functions to set thecall to overflow 
it provides a district advance indication 
on its "SC" lead. This cau_ses a relay in 
the sender test circuit to release which in 
turn connects ground to lead "SCl". Ground 
on lead "SCl" through relays (TOl) and (TOC) 
operated, relays (BK4) and (RVT) nonnal and 
relay (woe) operated is returned to the 
sender test circuit over lead "ATl" to ad
vance the (R4) sequence switch to position 
17. 

Completion of the test is as described 
in the Circuit Description of the associated 
sender test circuit. At the end of the test 
the sende~ test circuit removes ground from 

lead "MFC" causing this circuit to restore 
to nonnal. 

If the subscriber sender provides a · 
district advance indication on its "SC" lea:! 
before the 5 second (TOO) tube timer cir
cuit operates, then when the sender test 
circuit connects ground to lead "SCl", it 
will operate relay (BK4). This will open 
the circuit for advancing the sender test 
circuit (R4) sequence switch blocking the 
test. 

9.5 Auxiliary Sender Timeout After Dial
ing Ten Digits 

. After the sender test circu1 t has 
completed dialing it connects sround to 
lead ''W6" operating relay (TOl) which locks 
to off-normal ground. 

Relay (TOl) operated; 

(a) Prevents a "wink" signal from being 
returned to the auxiliary sender when 

it attempts to make trunk test. 

(b) Closes a circuit for operating relay 
(woe}. 

Subsequent or,eration is as described 
in paragraph 9.4, · 'Auxiliary sender timeout 
after dialing nine digits or a ten digit 
call." 

9.6 Reversed Trunk Test 

After the sender test circuit has 
completed dialing it connects ground to 
lead "W7" operating relay (RVT) which locks 
to oft-normal ground. 

Relay (RVT) operated; 

(a) Arranges the circuit to provide a re
versed battery indication when the 

auxiliary sender attempts trunk test. 

(b) Opens a circuit which prevents-the 
(TOC) tube timer from being activated. 

(c) Connects ground to lead "ATl" tor aC,-
vancing the sender test circuit (R4) 

sequence switch from position 9 to posi
tion 17. 
(d) Prepares a.circuit for operating re

lay (woe) 

When the sender teat circuit completes 
the check or district and office selections 
it connects ground to lead "AT" operating 
relay (WOC) which locks to orr-nonnal 
ground. 

Relay (woe) operated; 

(a) Connects ground to lead "AST" to 
light the (AST) lamp at the sender 

test frame. 
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(b) · Connects ground to lead ''WT2" causing 
the tip party test feature to be 

skipped. 

(c) Removes a shunt across leads "LD" and 
"LDl". Por some test circuits this 

is necessary in order to introduce a 
timing interval controlled by an inter
rupter when the sender test circuit (R4) 
sequence switch is advanced to position 
17. 

Completion ot the test is as de
scribed in the Circuit Description ot the 
associated sender test circuit. At the end 
or the test the sender test circuit removes 
ground from lead "MFC" causing this circuit 
to restore to normal. 

SECTION VI - REASONS FOR REISSUE 

CHANGES 

A. CHANGED AND ADDED FUNCTIONS 

A.l Provision is made to test' tor a start 
pulse signal consisting ot 900 and 

1700 cycle frequencies instead or 1500 and· 
1700 cycles on test calls where a pretix
"zero" digit is dial:ed. 

A.2 Provision is made to work with Sender-
Teat circuits arratlSed to dial any 

digit as the "B" (second) digit ot an area 
code. At present the Sender Test circuit 
can dial only the digits "zero" or "one" as 
the "B" digit or an area code. 

B. CHANGES IN APPARATUS 

B.l Added 

"ZP" Option 
(SPC) U421 Relay 

BELL TBLEPHONB LABORATORIES, INCORPORATJ£D 

DBP'l'.· 2364-LLS-RJJ 
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B.2 When the associated Sender Test Cir-
cuit is equipped with rotary type 

sw1 tches to provide tor dialing area cod.es 
that use any d1g1 t Q-9 tor the tfB_" dig1 t • 

B.3 Superseded 

Fig. 1 

!AOl, (Al); (A2), (A4), 
A7, (C0)1 (Cl), (02), 
C4 & (C7J U-236 Relays 

(BO) & (Bl) U-624 Relays 

B.4 Superseded By 

Fig. 11 - (Wiring option) 

D. DESCRIPTION OF CIRCUIT CHANGES 

D.l The (SPC) relay, "ZF" option is added 
to Fig. ~. This provid•ea for check

ing ror a 900 and 1700 cycle start pulse 
signal on test calls where a prefix "zero" 
digit has been dialed. 

D.2 Fig. 11 is added and replaces Fig. 1 
to show wiring required when the as

sociated Sender Test Circuit uses rotary 
circuit ~elector type switches tor con
~roll1ng the d1al1ng or area code digits. 

D.3 Fig. 11 and option "ZF" are added to 
the Feature or Option table, "Record 

or Figures" table and th~ ''Options Used" 
table. 

D.4 Cabling diagrams CAD6 and CAD7 are 
added. Cbangea are made in CAD2 to 

agree with the added cabling diagrams. 

V 
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